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What Can Brown Do For You

When rocks stars go on tour, they are famous for making extreme demands simply because they can.
One of the most excessive examples comes from the 1980s world tour by Van Halen, with lead singer
David Lee Roth. Halfway down page 40 of the fifty-three-page contract, it specified that the band's
dressing rooms must be supplied with M&Ms, but that there must "ABSOLUTELY NO BROWN
ONES!"

So if Van Halen was coming to town, some flunky had to carefully remove all the brown ones from the
M&M bowl. Or worse, the venue would feel the wrath of Roth if they didn't. He supposedly caused
thousands of dollars of damage at one concert venue upon being served brown M&Ms. 

A ridiculous example of superstar arrogance, right?

Not exactly. The Van Halen tour was huge for its day, ten trailer trucks of equipment, with myriad
technical needs that filled dozen of pages in the contract. The brown M&Ms clause served as a canary
in the coal mine, an easy way to see if the promoter was really prepared for the band. "If I saw a brown
M&M in that bowl," said Roth, "they didn't read the contract. Guaranteed you'd run into a problem."



Today, instead of being considered a sign of rock star ego gone mad, the brown M&M test is not only
emulated by other musicians, but also cited by business consultants around the world. A lesson learned
at the school of rock.

Roth did trash a dressing room in pueblo, colorado, once when served brown M&Ms. Press
reports said his tantrum caused $85,000 worth of damage. But what they left out was that
almost all of that damage actually resulted from the promoter failing to comprehend the weight
of the stage, which destroyed the arena's new basketball floor. Says Roth: "Who am I to get in
the way of a good rumor?"  

Roth hooked up with the band in 1973 when brothers Eddie and Alex Van Halen rented his PA
system, then decided it would be cheaper to bring Roth on as lead singer-as long as he threw in the PA
for free. 

Van Halen's contract rider also called for the band to be supplied with a tube of K-Y Jelly and forty-
eight bath towels. It has never been argued that these serve any business purpose. 
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The Markets
 
In the infamous words of Mortimer Snerd, "Who'd a thunk it?"
 
After U.S. stocks dropped sharply during the last weeks of December 2018, investors were not
optimistic about the future. Early in January 2019, the State Street Investor Confidence Index
dropped to its lowest point since 2012, and the American Association of Individual Investors (AAII)
Sentiment Survey showed just about 31.6 percent of investors as bullish. The long-term average for
bullishness is 38.2 percent.
 
How things have changed!
 
The Standard & Poor's 500 Index finished the second quarter up about 17 percent year-to-date,
according to Ben Levisohn of Barron's. The index gained 6.9 percent in June, its best performance
since 1955.
 
Stocks weren't the only market delivering gains. Bond markets did well, too. Corrie Driebusch of The
Wall Street Journal reported the yield on 10-year Treasuries finished the quarter at 2 percent. That
was significantly below its yield at the end of March 2019. Remember, when bond yields fall, bond
prices rise.
 
The strong performance of both markets owes much to changing policies at the Federal Reserve.
Randall Forsyth of Barron's reported,
 

"The first half of 2019 was terrific for financial markets, regardless of whether you were
a stock or bond investor...a good first six months largely reflects the pivot by the
Federal Reserve from its stance last year, when it indicated that it would raise short-
term rates multiple times. In early January, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell said the
central bank would be "patient" in boosting rates and then, in late spring, shifted to



indicate that the next move is likely to be a cut."
 
Stocks didn't follow a steady upward trajectory during the second quarter, reported Forbes. Signs the
U.S. economy could be softening combined with trade tensions between the United States and China
caused major U.S. indices to lose ground in May before climbing higher again in June.
 
On Saturday, following the G20 Summit - a confab between leaders of 19 countries and the European
Union, as well as representatives from the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank - China
and the United States agreed to restart trade talks, reported Reuters. President Trump indicated
current tariffs on China will remain in place, but additional tariffs will not be assessed, according to CBS
News.
 
While it appears to be positive news, managing director of the International Monetary Fund Christine
Lagarde stated, "While the resumption of trade talks between the United States and China is welcome,
tariffs already implemented are holding back the global economy, and unresolved issues carry a great
deal of uncertainty about the future,"
 
Last week, the S&P 500 was down slightly, as were yields on 10-year Treasuries.
 
Hold onto your hats. We could see some volatility during the second half of the year.
 

Data as of 6/28/19 1-Week Y-T-D 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year

Standard & Poor's 500
(Domestic Stocks) -0.3% 17.4% 8.3% 13.1% 8.5% 12.2%

Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. 0.1 11.4 -0.9 7.8 -0.1 4.2
10-year Treasury Note
(Yield Only) 2.0 NA 2.9 1.5 2.5 3.5

Gold (per ounce) 0.9 9.9 12.6 2.5 1.4 4.2
Bloomberg Commodity Index 1.0 3.8 -8.2 -3.4 -10.1 -4.4

S&P 500, Dow Jones Global ex-US, Gold, Bloomberg Commodity Index returns exclude reinvested dividends (gold does not pay a
dividend) and the three-, five-, and 10-year returns are annualized; and the 10-year T reasury Note is simply the yield at  the close of
the day
on each of the historical t ime periods.
Sources: Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch, djindexes.com, London Bullion Market Association.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. N/A means not
applicable.
 
STILL CONFUSED ABOUT TARIFFS?The United States and China have resumed
trade talks, but it could be a while before things settle - and all tariffs may not be removed even if talks
are successful. Since, there is a lot of misinformation floating around about tariffs, we want to review the
basics.
 
When the United States puts tariffs on Chinese goods, China does not pay the tariff. American
companies that import goods from China pay the tariffs. These companies may absorb the cost or pass
the cost on to consumers by raising prices.
 
In some cases, manufacturers of complementary goods have raised the prices on items which aren't
subject to tariffs. (Complementary goods are products typically sold together like flashlights and
batteries, printers and ink cartridges, or washers and dryers.)
 
Greg Rosalsky of Planet Money reported on tariff research from the Becker Friedman Institute for
Economics at The University of Chicago reported the phenomenon. Rosalsky wrote,
 

"In early 2018...the Trump administration implemented tariffs on washing machines
imported from all over the world. It's a 20 percent tariff on the first 1.2 million washing



machines sold a year and a 50 percent tariff on every one after that...New washing
machines in America got about 12 percent more expensive...dryers also got more
expensive even though they weren't subject to the tariff. That's because washers and
dryers...are typically bought at the same time...so the full effect of tariffs on prices is
only visible after factoring in the price of the complementary good - dryers."

 
When it happens in reverse and China puts tariffs on the United States, the United States does not pay
the tariff. Chinese companies importing the goods from the United States pay the tariff, and which may
cause Chinese companies to buy goods from countries that are not assessed tariffs. Reuters reported,
 

"American farmers have been among the hardest hit so far. China is the top market for many of
their biggest crops and Beijing hit those crops with retaliatory tariffs...The single biggest
agricultural export from the United States are soybean sales, most of which went to China
before the trade war."

 
So, when you boil it down, American companies and consumers are paying U.S. tariffs on Chinese
goods. Chinese companies and consumers are paying Chinese tariffs on U.S. goods. Companies in
both nations may be looking for alternative suppliers so they can keep prices low.
 
Weekly Focus - Think About It
 
"To argue against the global economy is like stating opposition to the weather - it continues whether you
like it or not."
--John McCain, American politician
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* These views are those of Carson Group Coaching, and not the presenting Representative or the
Representative's Broker/Dealer, and should not be construed as investment advice.
* This newsletter was prepared by Carson Group Coaching. Carson Group Coaching is not affiliated
with the named broker/dealer.
* Government bonds and Treasury Bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely
payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal
value. However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate.
* Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than government bonds but normally offer a higher yield
and are subject to market, interest rate and credit risk as well as additional risks based on the quality of
issuer coupon rate, price, yield, maturity, and redemption features.
* The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be
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* All indexes referenced are unmanaged. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or
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* The Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. Index covers approximately 95% of the market capitalization of the
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commodity futures market. The Index is composed of futures contracts on 19 physical commodities
and was launched on July 14, 1998.
* The DJ Equity All REIT Total Return Index measures the total return performance of the equity
subcategory of the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) industry as calculated by Dow Jones.
* Yahoo! Finance is the source for any reference to the performance of an index between two
specific periods.
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* Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice
or to predict future performance.
* Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that
strategies promoted will be successful.
* Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing involves risk, including loss of
principal.
* You cannot invest directly in an index.
* Stock investing involves risk including loss of principal.
* Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision.
* To unsubscribe from the "Weekly Commentary" please click here, or write us at "service@everett-
financial.com".


